Go back down Rd. Pass church on R & immediately go R through gate. Walk up to fence & swing L. Keep to fence on R to meet gate @ Wp1.

1. Go through gate, follow fence at first then continue straight on at top of hill to corner of trees. As Home Covert comes into view drop down to narrow Rd & cross it to meet gate @ Wp2.

2. Through gate & follow broad grassy track down into valley. Go through next gate & pass lake on R. Cross stream & follow it on L. Pass lake on L to meet track @ Wp3.

3. Cross track & follow track ahead, keeping to stream on L. Cross stream & re-cross it again. Follow stream to footbridge @ Wp 4.

4. Swing slightly R on track going uphill & then swinging back L again. Meet Rd @ Wp5.

5. Turn R uphill along Rd to Ozelworth Park on R. When you are in front of the house go L into field & return to gravel track on R 50 Mtrs furthur on. Meet track junction just past hedge @ Wp6.

6. Go R passing outbuildings of Ozelworth Park on R. Go R @ next 2 track junctions, swinging gently downhill into valley. Pass stone bridge on R just before Wp7 by stream crossing.

7. Cross stream & go L through gate. Follow stream on L. Pass through 2 gates. Just after 2nd gate the path swings away from the stream, going diagonally uphill towards a wall in front of houses. When you meet electricity lines crossing field turn R @ Wp8.

8. Follow electricity lines to gate @ Wp9.

9. Go through gate & follow wall on L up a short slope towards a copse and gate in wall @ Wp 10. This gate is not visible until you are virtually on top of it.

10. Turn R up Rd to junction @ Wp11.

11. Turn R on Rd to path 10 Mtrs on L. Follow wall on R to corner of field. Then swing L keeping to wall on R aiming for church ahead & back to WP START.